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About This Game

Yellow - is a cool flat platformer, with adventure and puzzle elements.

Welcome to the Yellow, abstract platformer with vector graphics.
Different locations and enemies, great soundtrack and a lot of Steam features waiting you here! (achievements, trading cards,

community, etc)
Relax during the game and enjoy juice gameplay.
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Explore big game world

Enjoy graphics and soundtrack

Get cool emoticons, achievements and trading cards
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Title: Yellow: The Yellow Artifact
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7 32bit and newer

Processor: Any processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Any graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card:

English
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yellow the yellow artifact badge. yellow the yellow artifact. yellow the yellow artifact steam

this game is ugly♥♥♥♥♥♥I'd rather play with♥♥♥♥♥♥than this. This game was given to me by the fine folks over at 
giftybundle.com . Thanks, guys!)

Clearly inspired by Super Mario Bros., the grandfather of MANY platformers over the past 30 years, comes a bland excuse of a
game that feels like yet another student project, a result of a hobby, or a bet to get a game on Steam.

Yellow: The Yellow Artifact has nothing to do with artifacts and is a generic platformer with subpar controls. You simply grab
the key and head to the exit...that's all. You can grab coins for an increased score, but there is absolutely no point of a score
since it doesn't reward nor log it into a leaderboard.

You're also allowed 3 hearts (until later levels where you have more) until your character dies...and is ONLY penalized by
having to repeat the same level...a lenient punishment for failure rather than a gameover or a life system. This game also has a
30-60 second load time when you boot it up...for no logical reason other than to troll its patrons. Even if you have a great PC,
this load time will still exist.

Yellow: The Yellow Artifact ends suddenly and also has a fake BSOD mid-game (which I remember because I had to break up a
dog fight during the next level. You can bypass the fake BSOD by left-clicking the screen). You can expect to be entertained for
less than 15 minutes since this game is quite short (about 20 levels if I recall correctly). The rest of the time, you will likely be
idling for cards. Don't pay asking price ($1) for this game. It's often on giveaway sites so head to one of those if you want it.
Alternatively, just play your nearest (and common) copy of Super Mario Bros..

1/10 A lousy platformer at a disgraceful price. I'm disappointed in Steam Greenlight.. Very clunky controls, when you jump all
foward momentum is lost. Music as the worst example of Kevin MacLeod in a game. Best part is the dynamic grass, at least it
moves when you are stepping on it. Overall a very unbearble game to play with no real positives in sight.. Any idiot can get laid
when they’re famous… that’s easy… it’s getting laid when you’re not famous that takes some talent.. Best 1,5 hours of my life.
What a terrible experience. Win the ugly enemies indeed.. rip off fake ♥♥♥♥♥game wtf I cannot beat lvl 1
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Game suck -_-. ALLO YOBA ETO TI??????. I came for the "juice gameplay" and indeed i got juiced.

10/10

Only issue im having is that i can't find anywhere to purchase this "amazing Soundtrack". a simple game worth playing. give it a
go sometimes.. Was given this through a steam key giveaway. Like most games with free codes it's a rip off of a superior game.
The controls have no weight to them, everything is floaty, and plainly put it's not very fun. Might be good for young kids, but as
an adult you can see all of the problems this game has. If you can, try it for free.. Beat this within minutes. Super short game
collecting coins that do nothing not even for points. This might be a good game for a little kid to play and practice on, but for
anyone else its not worth the time or money.. yellow is life. Good game lmao. Decent platformer, collect the key, open the door
and move on to the next level.

................Its fun at what it is but dont pay more then what the trading cards are worth, or just little above that as there is no
steam achivements attached.
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